
A sense of style. Your personal style in and of the kitchen.
Top quality chef’s clothing is a major contributor to this.  
You will certainly find this style in our collection of the  
renowned brand Le Nouveau Chef. Products that excel in  
fit, comfort and functionality. Suitable for industrial laundry, 
colorfast, safe and extremely durable.

Chef’s wear
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Chef’s jackets
Gusto
The chef’s jacket Gusto has a slim fit. The design is straightforward and will therefore 
suit both classical and modern chefs. The very lightweight fabric is 50% polyester / 50% 
cotton, of which the cotton is mostly on the inside. This increases the wearing comfort 
and moisture regulation. This model comes in black and white, has a breast and pen 
pocket and a blind fastening with stainless steel snaps down the middle. 

Article Size Price / piece

Gusto white XXXS through XXXXXXL € 45,50

Gusto black XXXS through XXXXXXL € 48,50

The minimal ordering quantity is 5 pieces. 

Valencia
The chef’s jacket Valencia has a slimming effect, without limiting your freedom of
movement. The slim fit model has snappers, long sleeves and a handy pen pocket.  
The fabric is 65% polyester/35% cotton.

Article Size Price / piece

Valencia white XXXS through XL € 43,00

XXL through XXXXL € 45,00

Valencia black XXXS through XL € 46,10

XXL through XXXXL € 48,10

The minimal ordering quantity is 5 pieces.
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Berlin 
The chef’s jacket Berlin is especially made for women in the kitchen. Ideally cut in
at the waste with a comfortable fit and contemporary side slashes. The fabric is 50%
polyester/50% cotton, is very flexible and gives you all the freedom you need to move.
This model comes in black and white.

Article Size Price / piece

Berlin white XXXS through XL € 48,95

XXL through XXXL € 50,95

Berlin black (50% polyester/50% cotton) XXXS through XL € 53,30

XXL through XXXL € 55,30

The minimal ordering quantity is 5 pieces.

Chef’s trousers
Oregon and Ontario
Oregon and Ontario are unisex chef’s trousers. The model of both  designs is a sturdy 
5-pocket jeans with slim cut legs. The fabric is composed of 65% polyester and 35% 
cotton, which ensures increased wearing comfort. The Oregon is black and the Ontario 
blue. The Oregon is available in three leg lengths.

Article Leg length Size Price / piece

Oregon (black) 32 26 - 34 € 45,50

34 28 - 42 € 45,50

36 30 - 36 € 45,50

Ontario (blue) 34 28 - 38 € 45,50

The minimal ordering quantity is 5 pieces.
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Madrid
The chef’s trousers Madrid are unisex trousers with great wearing comfort due to the 
lightweight fabric. The trousers consist of 65 % polyester / 35% cotton, has an elastic 
waistband, a zipper and button and is available in an even black color. 

Article Size Price / piece

Madrid (black) 40 - 56 € 39,75

Madrid (black) 58 - 60 € 41,75

The minimal ordering quantity is 5 pieces.

Embroidery
Chef’s wear with your company name or logo add extra style. Moreover, embroidery 
with your own signature might be an extra obstacle against possible theft of your chef’s 
clothing. Blycolin can effortlessly embroider your clothes with your texts and house style.

First line of text € 4,80
Every subsequent line of text € 3,85
Logos available on request

Personal offer? 
Call +31 418 - 541800 or
email welkom@blycolin.com

Disclaimer
All prices mentioned are in Euros, per piece, exclusive of VAT and valid 
as of May 1, 2017. Price alterations as well as any printing errors are 
reserved and do not oblige us to delivery. For current prices or a personal 
offer you can of course contact us, by telephone +31 418 – 541800 or by 
email welkom@blycolin.com.

For orders below € 250,00 we charge € 15,00 freight costs.
Minimal order quantities are indicated per product.
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